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Good morning ladies and gentlemen and welcome to
SPARGA 24 news! Tune into this week's activites and
investigate the articles sent in from headquarters.

This Week's News Report Will Feature:



Directions:
1.Dice the orange, apples, pear, and kiwis

2.Cut the bananas in circles (make sure to ask a
parent's help for those two steps)

3.Place all cut ingredients into a large bowl and
add the yogurt

4.Mix thoroughly, and add more yogurt if you
see fit

Ingredients:
1 orange
2 apples
1 pear
2 bananas
2 kiwis
5 tablespoons of vanilla yogurt, or any other yogurt

Cooking Corner

Fruit Salad
The forecast for this evening 28 degrees, sunny  

with a chance of fruits...Wait, fruits???



The Cat in the Hat by Dr.
Seuss (for ages 4+)

BOOKS

Mercy Watson to the
Rescue by Kate DiCamillo

(for ages 5+)

MOVIES

Despicable Me (ages
5+)

Coco (ages 7+)



1.Wear a mask as often as possible when going
outside
2.Wash your hands often, especially after being
outside
3.Stay 2 meters apart from others
4.Wear a helmet when going biking
5. Stick with your parents when in public- don't
go running off anywhere!
6.Don't talk to strangers online, it's best to have
your parent's permission before going on
websites
7. If you get injured (ex. falling off your bike)
quickly find a parent or guardian to disinfect the
wound and stick a bandaid on it!

STAYING SAFE THISSTAYING SAFE THISSTAYING SAFE THIS
SUMMER!SUMMER!SUMMER!   

"And today's COVID-19 case count is... hold on..let's stop
the broadcast and change up the scripts! Let's talk about

staying safe instead!"



SAFETY THEMEDSAFETY THEMEDSAFETY THEMED
WORDSEARCHWORDSEARCHWORDSEARCH



Writing Prompts

You are a news reporter, and a huge alien ship
just landed on Earth. What will you tell your

audience?

Want to submit your short story? Email
summercamps@clarksonchurch.ca to possibly

be feautred in next week's newsletter!

Today you have a special weather  report. Tell
us about the weird weather phenomenon!



QUIZQUIZ
YOURSELFYOURSELF

Well campers, that's a wrap to Week 2! Enjoy your
weekend, and email

summercamps@clarksonchurch.ca any books or
movie recommendations, photos you want in the
gallery, and anything you want feautered in the

newsletter!

-From Smurf and the SAGA and SPARC camp
team

1) Name a news channel from Toronto
2) What is the weather forecast for today?

3) What degree do you need to become a news
reporter?

4) When was the last time Toronto had an
earthquake?

Search up these answers online and submit
your answers! For every correct answer you get

a point!


